







?Superiority Effect?? D-Linked Wh ???????????????? Wh-in-
situ ??????????????????
??? a. Who t sees what?  
b.*What does who see t?  
??? a. Which professor t saw which student??Uriagereka 1999:?9c??
b. Which student did which professor see t??ibid.:?9d??
??? a.*What did who give t to Mary??Pesetsky 2000: p.17,?33a??
b. What did who give t to whom??ibid.:?33b??
??? Wh ???????????????????4a-b?????????
????1a-b????????????????? Wh ???koj ?who????
??Wh ???kakvo?what???????????
??? a. Koj kakvo vi da??Pesetsky 2000: p.22,?43a??
who what sees
?cf. Who sees what??
b.*Kakvo koj vi da??ibid.:?43b??




On Superiority Effect?Categorical Checking versus Featural Checking?
Seizo ISHIOKA*







???a. Ko koga vidi??Rudin 1988:?55a??
who whom sees
?who sees whom??
b. Koga ko vidi??ibid.:?55b??
whom who sees
?who sees whom??








??????????? Superiority Effect ?????????? Effect ????
?????????????????????????????Bulgarian,
Serbo-Croatian????? Superiority Effect ?????????????????
????????????????????
???????????????????????
???????Superiority Effect ??????? Pesetsky?2000??????
???????????????????????????????????




????? C ???????+wh???????????????Wh ????
???????? C ?????????? Spec ????????Checking??
????????Bulgarian ????4a-b???????Attract Closest?AC??
?????????????? Wh ???koj ?who?????? Checking ??
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?????????????? Wh ???kakvo?what??? Outer Spec?C??
???Inner Spec?C????????????????????????
?Shortest Move?????cf.?6?????????????Wh ????????





??? Checking Process ??????????? C ????????????
Cm-spec ???????7??????????8?????????????1a?
??1b??????????????????
???Multiple-specifier requirement of Cm-spec?Pesetsky 2000: p.41?:
Cm-spec requires more than one wh-specifier.
???Pronunciation rule?for English??Pesetsky 2000: p.8?:                         
a. The first instance of wh-phrase movement to C is overt, in that wh is pronounced in its new
position and unpronounced in its trace position.
b. Secondary instances of wh-phrase movement to C are covert, in that wh is pronounced in its
trace position and unpronounced in its new position.
?1a????????4a??????????????????????????
?? Wh ???who?? Spec?C?????????????????????
Wh ???what?? Inner Spec?C????????????8b?????Wh ?
??what????? Trace ??????????? LF ???????????





??????? Wh ???what?? Spec?C????????????????
?Wh ?????????????Wh ??? Spec ?????????????
?????7???????????????????????? Wh-in-situ ??
??????3b??????7????????? Wh ???what, whom?? C









??? Wh ???when, how?? C ? Spec ???????????????7?
???????Wh ???who?????? Spec?C????????????
????7??????
??? a. ?Who spoke how??Reinhart 1998:?29a??
b.*Who spoke when how??ibid.:?29b??
?10? a.*Who did?pictures of t?please who??Fiengo, Huang, Lasnik, and Reinhart 1988:?21a??
b. Who did?pictures of who?please t??ibid.:?21b??
?10b???????????????????10b???????1b????
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?? Wh ???who??????????????????????????







in-situ ?????Scope??????Minimal CP Domain ???????????






?11?Featural Cyclicity?Richards?1999: p.127? :
A strong feature must be checked as soon as possible after being introduced
into the derivation.
?12??????Y??????????? Y ???????????????
????????? AP ? Checking ???????????AC???????
?????? X ????????????????????? BP ? Checking
??????????????????????????????Pesetsky
?1982?? Path Containment Condition?PCC???????????
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?????PCC ???????? Wh ????????????????? S
??????? LF ??????????????????????




????F-Checking Path ? C-Checking Path ? Partial Overlapping?PO?????
????????????????????Hypothesis?14???
?13?Hypothesis for an English simple Wh-phrase?Priority Parameter?:
F-Checking is given priority over C-Checking, in that the application of the former 
precedes that of the latter.
?14?Hypothesis with respect to path relation of heterogeneous checking:
In heterogeneous checking, the paths must constitute partial overlapping?PO?. 
?15?Hypothesis with respect to Path Union:
With checking of wh-phrases not being heterogeneosus?that is, belonging to the same checking
pattern?, the paths of the wh-phrases are combined, forming Union Path.  
Bulgarian ???4a-b???????????6a-b???????????????
???+WH?????????????????? Wh ??????????
???????? Wh ? Checking ? Heterogeneous Checking ?????????
????Wh ???kakvo ?what??????+WH????? C ? Inner Spec ?
??????? Wh ????F-Checking ???????????Wh ???koj
?who???C-Checking ??????C ? Outer Spec ??????? Wh ???
Checking Path ??Partial Overlapping?PO??????????????????
???????
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?2b???Superiority Effect ??????????Spanish, German, Serbo-Croatin,
etc.???????????2b?????????????????F-Checking ?
????D-Linked Wh ???????13?? Priority Parameter ????????
???????????????????????2b????????????
?14???????????????????????????????????
D-Linked Wh ???????Priority Parameter ??+????????????
????????????
?17?a. Which person didn't believe that Bill reviewed which book??Hornstein 1995: p.135?
b.?Which book?i didn't Mary/*which person believe?CP that Bill reviewed ti???ibid.?
c. Which person knows where to review which book??ibid.?
d.?Which book?i does Mary/*which person know?CP where to review ti???ibid.?
e. I can't recall which person had plans to read which book?ibid.?
f. I can't recall?which book?i Mary/*which person had plans?CP to read ti??ibid.?
g. Which man left Rome before reading which book??ibid.?
h.?Which book?i did John/*which man leave Rome before?CP reading ti???ibid.?
?18?a. Who did you persuade to read what??Pesetsky 1987:?20a??
b.*Whati did you persuade who?m??CP to read ti???ibid.:?20b??
c. Which man did you persuade to read which book??ibid.:?28a??
d. Which booki did you persuade which man?CP to read ti??
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?17????????D-Linked Wh ?????? Priority Parameter ??+?????
C-Checking ? F-Checking ???????????????? CP ??????
???????????????C-Checking ? F-Checking ?????????
??????? CP ??????????????Priority Parameter ?????
????????????????????18d????????????????
????18?????????? CP ????IP ??????????????
?????? CP ????????????????????PRO Theorem ??
?????18???????? IP ?????????????????17b, d, f, h?
?????F-Checking ????? Wh ?????????????? ??18d?
?????F-Checking ?????Wh ???????????????? D-Linked






C-Checking ????? Wh ??? F-Checking ????? Wh ?????? CP
????????
?19??German?
a. Wer glaubte, daß der Peter ihr wen vorstellt??Pesetsky 2000: p.77?
who believed that the Peter to her whom introduced
?Who believed that Peter introduced whom to her??
b.?*Weni glaubte wer, daß der Peter ihr ti vorstellt??ibid.?
?Whom did who believe that Peter introduced to her??
?20??Spanish?
a.?*¿Quéi le ha pedido a quién que compre ti??Hornstein 1995: p.142?
what to him has asked whom that buy-subj
?What has she asked whom to buy??
b.?*¿Quéi dijo quién que Juan compró ti??ibid.?
what said who that Juan bought
?What did who say that Juan bought??





???how?? F-Checking ??????Wh ???who?? C-Checking ???????
? Wh ?????????Partial Overlapping?PO????????????,
?9a????????????????????Reinhart?1998?????????
??????????????9b????????? Adjunct Wh ???how, when?
? F-Checking ??????Attract Closest?AC???????????????
??? Adjunct Wh ???how) ? F-Checking ??????????Wh ??
?who???? C-Checking ????????????? Wh ???when?? F-
Checking ?????????????21a??? F-Checking ??????????
?????21b????????????9b????????????
???a. ?Who spoke how??Reinhart 1998:?29a??
b.*Who spoke when how??ibid.:?29b?
?10?a.*Who did?pictures of t?please who??Fiengo, Huang, Lasnik, and Reinhart 1988:?21a??
b. Who did?pictures of who?please t??ibid.:?21b??
Path Union ???????15??????21a-b????? F-Checking Path ???
????? Path Union ????????21a??????F-Checking Path Union ?





????22????????????F-Checking Path ? C-Checking Path ?
Partial Overlapping?PO?????????
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?23???????????????????????????????23b?
??????????24??????F-Checking ????? Wh ???who,
where?? Union Path ? C-Checking ????? Wh ???what?? Path ??PO
?????????????????????????10?
?23?a.*What did who buy there??Hornstein 1995: p.143?
b.???What did who buy where??ibid.?
????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????







?25?a. What/which check did you send to who??Hornsten 1995: p.127?
b.*Who?m?did you send what/which check to??ibid.?
c.*To whom did you give what/which check? 
???a.*What did who give t to Mary??Pesetsky 2000: p.17,?33a??
b. What did who give t to whom??ibid.:?33b??
Larson?1988?????? DC ???27a????????????????
??????????????????DO NP ? PP ????????????
????????Aoun & Li?1989?????????27b??????????
??????????????????????DO Wh ?????Case???
??????????? V ? sister ???? NPj??????????????
?????????
????????V ? sister ???? NPj???????? NPj??????
? DO Wh ???what?? C-Checking Path ? Union ?????????????
?? Union ?????????F-Checking Path ? Union Path ?????????
?????????????26a??????????????????3b??
???????????25??????F-Checking Path ? Union Path ?????
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???????NPj? C-Checking Path ???????????11?
Aoun & Li?1989??????????????Double Object Construction??
???28b?????? Larson?1988?????28a??????29??????
????????12?
?29?a. Who did you give what/which check??Hornstein 1995: p.127?
b.*What/which check did you give who??ibid.?
?????? ???????????? ????????????
?????????Wh-in-situ ????????C ???????+wh???
?????C-Checking ? F-Checking ???????C ???????????
?+wh?????????????????+wh??????????????
CP?Minimal CP????????????????????30???????
?????+wh?? Matrix C ??????????????????????
?? C ?????????????????31??????????+wh??
embd.C ??????????????????C-Checking ???????
?+wh?? F-Checking ????????+wh???? Wh ???????
Minimal CP ????????????C????????
?30?a. Whoi did you persuade ti?IP to buy what???Hornstein 1995: p.124?
b.*Whati did you persuade who?IP to buy what ti???ibid.?
c.*Whati did you expect?IP who?m?to buy ti???ibid.?
d. Whoi did you expect?IP ti to buy what??
?31?a. I know?CP whati to give ti to whom?.
b.*I know?CP who?m?i to give what to ti?.




???????Wh ???????? CP ??????????Wh ??????
?????? CP???? Bridge Verb ????? CP ????????+wh??
???????32b??????Wh-in-situ ????????+wh?? Matrix C ?
?????????? Wh ??? Matrix Scope ???????????Wh-in-
situ ?????????????????+WH?? F-Checking ???????
?33a-c???????Wh-in-situ ? Matrix Scope ?????????? Wh ??
????????+wh???????????? CP ????????Matrix C
?????????????33c???????Wh-in-situ ????????+wh?
? embd.C ?????????????????F-Checking ? Wh ??????
CED ??????????????
?32?a. Wheni do you think?CP?that?he will come ti??
b. Whoi ti said?CP?that?John bought what???Lasnik & Saito 1992: p.126,?99??
?33?a. Who went there?CP before Mary met who???Brody 1995: p.50,?8c??
b. Who denied the claim?CP that Mary bought what???ibid.:?8b??
c. Who wondered?CP who bought what???ibid.: p.50,?8a??
????????Uriagereka?1998, 1999???????Command Unit, CU?
??????? Minimal CP Domain ????????????CU ??????
????????
?34?Definition of Command Unit?CU?adapted from Uriagereka?1999: p.252??:
Command Unit is formed by continuous application of Merge to the same object, as in structure
?A?, thus the structure in?B?being constituted of two different CUs.
?A?? ,? ,? ,? ,? . . .????? ?B?? ,?? ,? ,? . . .???,? ,? ,? ...?????
? ?? ,? ,? ...??? ? ,? ,? . . .???? ?? ,? ,? ...???
? ?? ...? ? ?? . . .? ? ?? ...?
????????? CP ?????? Root ????????????????
? M-???????????? XP?? Root CU ????????????
Root ????? M-???????????????????????????
??? CU ?????????? Root CU ??????? CU ????????
??????? DP ??Root CU ????V ? sister ????? CP ?????
????? DP ????? CU ?????Root CU ???????Root CU ???
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???????
?????????? CU ? Peripheral CU ??????????
????Adjunct CP?Subject CP ???????? DP ???? CU ?????
???????33a-b??????embd.CP ???? Peripheral CU ??????
?33c????? embd.C ????? CU ??????????Wh-in-situ ???
????? +wh?????????????36???????
?36?A. Feature assignment for a wh-in-situ:
The feature?+wh?corresponding to a wh-in-situ is assigned to the head of its minimal CP
domain. 
B. Definition of Minimal CP Domain:
The minimal CP domain for a wh-in-situ is a minimal root CU CP including the wh-in-situ                 
involved, except for the case of a bridge verb shown in C.
C. As for a wh element at large which is located in CP selected by a bridge verb, the feature
corresponding to the wh element is assigned to the head of an interrogative CP immediately
higher than CP in which the wh element is base-generated, thus the former interrogative 
CP constituting the minimal CP domain.
?33a-b??????Wh-in-situ?who, what?????????+wh?? Matrix C
???????????????????Bridge Verb ??????32a-b???
?????????????????????????? CP ?????????
C-Checking ???????? F-Checking ?????????????????
???? CP ????????????
?????????33c?????????????Wh-in-situ?what????
?????+wh?? embd.C ??????????????? Matrix C ????
??????????? Wh-in-situ ? Matrix Scope ?????????????
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????33c??????????????Minimal CP Domain ???????
??????????????????????????
Wh ??????? Locality Condition?Complex NP Constraint, Adjunct/Subject
Condition???????????????????????????????
? Minimal CU XP ??????????C-Checking?????????
Subjacency ??????????????37????????????10a???





?37?a.??What did John deny the claim that Mary bought t??Brody 1995: p.50,?7b??
b.??Who did John go there before Mary met t??ibid.:?7c??
c.*Who did?a picture of t?please John??Agbayani 1998: p.74?
d.*Who did he say that?for Bill to marry t?was a surprise??ibid.: p.89?
e.*Who did?pictures of t?please who??=?10a??
?38?a.?What booki don't you know?CP whoj to persuade tj to read ti???Pesetsky 1987:?22a??
b.*Whoj don't you know?CP what booki to persuade tj to read ti???ibid.:?22b??
?39?a. ¿Quién no sabes cuánto pesa?  ?Torrego 1984:?40??
?Who don't you know how much?s/he?weighs??
b.*¿Cuánto no sabes quién pesa? ?ibid.:?43??
?How much don't you know who weighs??
????????????????? ??? ????????????? ???????????? ???
???????Wh-in-situ ? Matrix Scope ?????????33c?????
???33c???40c??????????
?40?a. Whoi ti remembers?CP whoj tj bought what???Hornstein 1995: p.125?
b. Whoi ti asked?CP wherej Bill bought what tj???ibid.: p.29?
c. Whoi ti wondered?CP whoj tj bought what???Brody 1995: p.50?




????????? Wh-in-situ ??embd.C ? Checking Domain ????? Wh
??? Pairing ??????embd.CP ??? Wh-in-situ ? Scope ????????
???? Wh-in-situ ? matrix CP ?Scope ????????????Matrix Spec
?C????Wh ??? Pairing ???????15?
?????????????Minimal CP Domain ?????????41???
??????????Wh-in-situ?what?????????+wh?? Matrix C ?
????????
?41?Expansion of Minimal CP Domain:  16?
The Minimal CP domain of a wh-in-situ may be expanded to the immediately higher root CU CP, 
if and only if there applies C-Checking by a constituent base-generated within the root CU CP.   
????40a??????Wh-in-situ?what?? embd.CP ? Scope ???????
???embd.Spec?C?????? Wh ? Pairing ?????????42b????
??????????????Pairing ??????43b????? Wh-in-situ ?
Matrix Scope ????????????????
?42?a. Whoi ti remembers?CP whoj tj bought what??    
b. Max remembers who bought what. 
?43?a. Whoi ti remembers?CP whoj tj bought what??    
b. Max knows where to find the record ...
????44a???44b??????????????????44b?????
???44c??????????????????????C-Checking Path ? F-
Checking Path ? PO ??????????Nesting ???????????????
Minimal CP Domain ??????????44a???????????C-
Checking Path ? F-Checking Path ? PO ??????????17?
?44?a.?Whoi ti wonders whatj who bought tj??Lasnik & Saito 1992: p.202, fn.25?
b.*Whoi ti wonders whatj who bought tj??ibid.: p.119?
c.*What does who see t? ?=?1b??
????Bridge Verb ??????????????32a-b???45a-b????
???????45a?? Wh ???when?? Minimal CP Domain ????Matrix CP
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????????? Wh ??? C-Checking ?????Matrix Spec?C?????
????45b???????Wh-in-situ?what?? Minimal CP Domain ??? Matrix
CP ???????Matrix CP ??????? Wh ???who???C-Checking ?
???????????????????????????????Bridge Verb
?????????45c-d???????? Wh ???????? CP ???
Minimal CP Domain ???????? Minimal Domain ???????Wh ???
?? C-Checking ??????????????????????????45e?
?????embd.CP ? Wh-in-situ?who?? Minimal CP Domain ???????
????45e???????????
?45?a. Wheni do you think?CP?that?he will come ti??
b. Whoi ti said?CP?that?John bought what???Lasnik & Saito 1992: p.126,?99??
c.*I don't know?who expects?that Mary will marry who??.?Kuno & Robinson 1972:?2-1a??
d.*Tell me?who persuaded Mary?that John liked who??.?ibid.:?2-1d??
e. I don't know?CP who expects?IP who to marry Mary??.?ibid.:?2-4d??
?46a??????? Pairing ?????????46c?????????????
??????Minimal CP Domain ???? Bridge Verb ?????36C?????
???????46a??????Wh-in-situ?what?? Minimal CP Domain ???
CP2???????CP1????????Wh ??? C-Checking ???????
????CP Domain ??????????????????46a?? Pairing ????
?????? Pairing ?????46b?????????46c??????Wh-in-situ
?what??Minimal CP Domain ????????CP1????36c???41?????
?? Minimal Domain ???? Matrix CP ???????????????76c??
Pairing ????????????????46d?? Pairing ???????
?46?a.*Who thinks?CP1 that Bill wonders?CP2 where John bought what??? 
?Mahajan 1990: p.180,?100??
b. Who thinks ?CP1 that Bill wonders?CP2 where John bought what????ibid.?
c. Who wonders?CP1 where Bill thinks?CP2 that John bought what????ibid.: p.180, fn.6?








?47?a. Whoi ti said?that?John bought what??Lasnik & Saito 1992: p.126,?99??
b.?Whoi ti said?that?who bought the book??ibid.: p.126,?100??
?48?a. Whoi ti believes?that?Bill bought what??Hornstein 1995:?20a??
b.*Whoi ti believes?that?what happened??ibid.: p.15,?20b??
?49?a. Whoi ti wonders whatj who bought tj??Hornstein 2001: p.139?
b.*Whoi ti wonders whatj who bought tj??ibid?
?44?a.?Whoi ti wonders whatj who bought tj??Lasnik & Saito 1992: p.202, fn.25?
b.*Whoi ti wonders whatj who bought tj? ?ibid.: p.119?
?????????????????????????47b?????????
???????? Wh ??? Checking ?????????????????
Wh ??????? Checking ??????????????????????
?????????????????Lasnik & Saito ???????????
?Nom??????? Wh ??? Pairing ???????????Bridge Verb ?
????????Extended?Minimal CP Domain ??Non-Bridge Verb ?????




?50?a. Who wondered who bought what??Brody 1995: p.50,?8a??
b. Who denied the claim that Mary bought what??ibid.:?8b??
c. Who went there before Mary met who??ibid.:?8c??
???Hornstein ??????????????????? Checking ???
Bridge Verb ?????????Extended?Minimal CP Domain ????????
??????49a????????????????????????51???
?????????
?51?a. Who remembers who bought what??Hornstein 1995: p.125?
b. Who asked where Bill bough what??ibid.: p.29?
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??????????????? ??




?????????F-Checking Path ? Union ???????????????
????? Wh ???who?? F-Checking Path ??Wh ???where?? C-
Checking Path ? PO ??????????Nesting ??????????????
?????Nom??????? Wh ??? F-Checking Path ??? Union ???
???????????????52c???52f????????????
?52g??????F-Checking Path ??? Union ?????????????
??F-Checking ?????????????????????????9b???
????????????????????F-Checking Path ? Union Path ? C-
Checking Path ? Nesting ?????????PO ????????????????
?52g??????????????????????F-Checking ???????
???????????F-Checking Path ? Union Path ? C-Checking Path ? PO
????????????????? Superiority Effect ???????????
Kayne?1983??????D-Linked Wh ??????? Priority Parameter?13?
??+???????????????????
?52?a.*I'd like to know?where who hid it?.?Brody 1995: p.55,?19a??
b.?I'd like to know?where who hid what?.?ibid.:?19b??
c.*I'd like to know?where who said?that?what was hid?.?ibid.:?19c??
d.?I'd like to know?where who hid what?.?Kayne 1983:?35a??
e.?I'd like to know?what who hid where??ibid.:?35b??
f.*I'd like to know?where who said that what was hidden?.?ibid.:?41??










?53?a. Who took what where? 
b. What did who take where?
c. Where did who take where?
d. Who saw whom when??Reinhart 1981:?36a??
e.?Who said what how??ibid.:?36b??
f.*Who saw whom where when??ibid.:?36c??
g.*Who spoke when how??9b?
h.?Who went where when??Reinhart 1981: fn.9?





?54a-b???Pairing ???????Kayne?1983?? Hornstein ??????
????????48b???????????????54c???????????
???????????CP2 ? IO Wh ???to which boy??????????
??????????????????????????????CP2 ? Right
Dislocation ????????? CP ????????????????????
??????????Wh-in-situ?which woman?? Minimal CP Domain ???
Matrix CP ????????? Matrix CP ??????C-Checking ??????
???????????????54c???????????????????
????????54d??????????????????Wh-in-situ?which
boy??Minimal CP Domain ????CP3????????????20?
?54?a.?We're trying to find out?which man said that he was in love with which woman?. 
?Kayne 1983: p.234?
b.*We're trying to find out?which man said that which woman was in love with him?. 
?ibid.:?30??
c.*We're trying to find out?CP1 which man said to which boy?CP2 that which woman was in
love with you??. ?ibid.:?38a??
d.*We're trying to find out ?CP1 which man said?CP2 that which woman thought?CP3 that 
which boy would help her???. ?ibid.:?39a??
???????????? ??????????????? ??? ??????????????????
Bulgarian ????????Serbo-Croatian ? Multiple Question ??Superiority
Effect ????????????????????????????Priority
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Spec?C?????????Bulgarian ???????Wh ??? Spec?C????
???56??
?55?a. Ko je to kome dao??SC??Rudin 1988:?31a??
who has what to whom given 
?Who gave what to whom??
b.*Ko to je kome dao??SC??ibid.:?31b??
c.*Ko to kome je dao??SC??ibid.:?31c??
?56?a. Koj kakvo na kogo e dal??B??Rudin 1988:?29a??
who what to whom has given
?Who gave what to whom??
b.*Koj kakvo e na kogo dal??ibid.:?29b??
c.*Koj e kakvo na kogo dal??ibid.:?29c??




Embd. Indicative CP ????????? Wh ????????????????
???Serbo-Croatian??Bulgarian ??????? Wh ????????????
????????58??
?57?a. Koi elite?da vam taj tii kupi tj???SC??Rudin 1988:?11a??
who want-2p to you what buy-3s
?Who do you want to buy you what??
b. taj elite?da vam koi ti kupi tj???SC??ibid.:?11b??
?What do you want who to buy you??
c.*Koi taj elite?da vam ti kupi tj???SC??ibid.:?11c??
d.* taj koi elite?da vam ti kupi tj???SC??ibid.:?11d??
e.*Koi elite? taj da vam ti kupi tj???SC??ibid.:?11e??
f.* taj elite?koi da vam ti kupi tj???SC??ibid.:?11f??
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???????
?58?a. Koji k dej misli?? e ti e oti l tj???B??Rudin 1988:?6a??
who where think-2s that has gone
?Who do you think?that?went where??
b.*Koji misli ? e ti e oti l  k de???B??ibid.:?6b??
c.*K dej misli ? e koj e oti l tj???B??ibid.:?6c??
???????????????????????????????+wh??
Root C ???????Serbo-Croatian ????????Wh ??? C-Checking ?
???????? Wh ?????????????? CP ?? IP ??????
?????????Scrambling??Scrambling ??????? Wh ????IP ?
???????????F-Checking ??????Bulgarian ????????F-
Checking ????????+WH?????????????? Wh ?????
??????????????????Priority Parameter?13???-?????
??????????57????????????????22?
Bulgarian ??????Wh ???koj, k de?? Minimal CP Domain ????
Matrix CP ???????Priority Parameter?13???+????????????
?????????? Wh ??? C-Checking ???????????????









?59?a. Koi kogaj misli ?da ti je video tj???SC??Rudin 1988: fn.8?
who whom think-2s that has seen-3s
?Who do you think saw whom??
b. Koi si kogaj mislio?da ti je video tj???SC??ibid.?
who have-2s whom think-2s that has seen-3s
?Who did you think had seen whom??
c.*?Koi kogaj?si mislio?da ti je video tj???SC??ibid.?
?d. kogaj koi misli ?da ti je video tj????SC?
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Bulgarian ???????? Wh ??? D-Linked Wh ???Wh ??????
???????????????????????????????????
???????????? Serbo-Coatian ???????? Wh ????????
Wh ????????????????????????????23?
?60?a. * tai si me pitao?koj tj mo e da urado ti???SC??Rudin 1988:?24a??
what have-2s me asked who can to do
?What did you ask me who can do??
b.*...osoba, kojai sam ti rekao gde?oni?/ti ovo...?SC??ibid.:?24b??
the individual who have-1s you told where?he?lives
?...the individual who I asked you where?he?lives...?
?60a-b???????Scrambling ??????? Wh ????????????
????????????60a?????? Wh ???ko?? C-Checking ???
???embd.Spec?C???????Wh ??? ta?? Scrambling ???????
embd.IP ???????????????Scrambling ??????? Wh ???
???????????Freezing??????Scrambling ???????????
Wh ??????????????????Root C ???????? Wh ?
Checking ???????????(60a-b?????????????59a-b???
???????????????????60a-b???????????????
????????Scrambling ?????????????? C-Checking ???
?????????24?
?????????????? ??? ????????? ?? ?





Pesetsky ?2000??????D-Linked Wh ??????????? Superiority
Condition ?????????62??
?61?a. ?Koj dade kakvo na Stefan??B??Pesetsky 2000: p.42?
who gave what to Stefan
b.*Koj dade kakvo na Stefan??B??ibid.?
?What did who give to Stefan??
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?62?a.?Kakvo koj dade na Stefan??B??Pesetsky 2000: p.42?
b.*Kakvo koj dade na Stefan??B?
c. Ne razbirai na koja ena kak b m trjabva?B??Rudin 1988:?64a??
not understand-2s to which woman what kind man is necessary
?You don't understand what kind of man which woman needs?
d.*Ne razbira na kogo koj trjabva?B??ibid.:?64b??
not understand-2s to whom who is necessary
?You don't understand whom who needs?
?????Bulgarian ????F-Checking ????????????????
Wh ?????????????????61a???D-Linked Wh ?????? F-
Checking ????????? Wh ?????????????????????
D-Linked Wh ??????????? F-Checking ????????????





???62a???????? Wh ???koj?? Checking ???????????
?????C-Checking ? F-Checking ????? Wh ????????????
??????????????? Wh ???????? PO ?????????
??????????D-Linked ???????? Wh ???koj???61a??
Wh ???kakvo????????????????????????????
?????????Wh ???kakvo?? Inner Spec?C????????? D-
Linked Wh ???koj?? Outer Spec?C??????????????????
???????????????????PO ???????????????
??????62c????? D-Linked Wh ???????????????
?kak b m ??????????????25?
??????63a???63b-c??????????????????????
?????63b-c????????????????????????????F-
Checking ????? Wh ??? Wh ???????? Locality Condition ???
????????????????????????Pure F-Checking ????
? Wh ?????? ?Extended?Minimal CP Domain ?????????? CP
?????????????+wh????? F-Checking ??????????
???????F-Checking ???????? Wh ???????Pure F-Checking
??????????????????26?
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?63?a.*Kakvoi se udi ?CP1 koj znae?CP2 koj prodava ti????B??Rudin 1988:?20a??
what refl wonder-2s who know-3s who sell-3s
?What do you wonder who knows who sells??
b.?Koja ot tezi knigii se udi ?CP1 koj znae?CP2 koj prodava ti????B??ibid.:?20b??
which of these books  wonder-2s  who know-3s who sell-3s
?Which of these books do you wonder who knows who sells??
c. Vidjah edna kniga,?CP1 kojatoi se udja?CP2 koj znae?CP3 koj prodava ti???ibid.:?19??
saw-1s a book which refl wonder-1s who know-3s who sell-3s
?I saw a book which I wonder who knows who sells?it??
?63b?????????D-Linked Wh ???koja ot tezi knigi????????
?+wh???? Minimal CP Domain ????? CP2 ?????????????
???????????CP1 ???????????+wh??????????
?????CP1???????Wh ???koj?????? Checking ????CP1
?????????????+wh???????????D-Linked Wh ??
?Koja ot tezi knigi??????????? Extended Minimal CP Domain?CP1??
???????????????????????CP1 ??????????
?+wh?????????Pure F-Checking ?????D-Linked Wh ??????
?+wh??????? Root Spec?C???????Pure F-Checking ??????
?????????Root Spec?C?????????????????? Wh ?
??????????? Wh ??? D-Linked Wh ??????????????
??????63c???????????????????????Root Spec?C?
????? OP ????????????64?????????????????
???embd. Yes-No Question ??????? D-Linked ??? CP ?????
Pure F-Checking ??????????????65a-c??????????????
??????Complex NP ?? CP ??????D-Linked Wh ??? Pure F-
Checking ??????????????65d????????????
?64?a.*Se udi ?CP1 koja ot tezi knigii koj znae?CP2 koj prodava ti????B?
b. Se  udi ?CP1 koj koja ot tezi knigii znae?CP2 koj prodava ti????B?
c. Se  udi ?CP1 koj znae?CP2 koj prodava koja ot tezi knigii???
?65?a. ... ovekai, koito se udi dali ti e do ul ...?B??Rudin 1988:?21b??
... the man who refl wonder-2s whether has come ...
?... the person who you wonder whether?he?has come ...?
b.??Koji se udi dali ti e do ul??B??ibid.: ?21c??
?Who do you wonder whether came??
c. Koja ot tezi knigii se udi dali ti e do ul??B?
d.*Tova e mom eto na koeto mis lta e?mu?dadohme bonboni jadosva lekara. ?B??ibid.:?21c??
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this is the boy to whom the thought that (to him) gave-1s candy anger-3s the doctor
?This is the boy to whom the thought that we gave?him?candy makes the doctor angry?




?66?a. Koj ovek se udi koja kniga si e kupil??B? ?Hornstein 2001: p.148?
which person refl wonder-2s which book refl has bought
?Which person do you wonder which book bought??
b. Koja kniga se udi Koj ovek si e kupil??B? ?ibid.?
?Which book do you wonder which person bought??
?67?a.*Koj se udi kakvo si e kupil??B? ?Hornstein 2001: p.147?
who refl wonder-2s what refl has bought
?Who do you wonder what bought??
b.**Kakvo se ?udi? koj si e kupil??B? ?ibid.?
???????????????????67a-b??????????? Wh ??
? Wh ????????????????????????????????
??Root Spec?C?????? OP ??????????68a????????68a?






???????????? Wh ???koj ?who???????????????
?????67a?????????????????????
?68?a. Se udi koj kakvo si e kupil? ?B?
b. Se udi kakvo koj si e kupil? ?B?
c. Se udi kakvo koj si e kupil? ?B?
d. Koji se udi kakvo ti si e kupil? ?B?
????????69b??????????65d???????69a??????
??????????embd.CP ?????D-Linked Wh ???koj senator??
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Pure F-Checking ???????????????69b????????????
?????69b?????D-Linked Wh ???koja kniga?? Minimal CP Domain
????Matrix CP ????????????? Wh ??????????+wh?
? Matrix C ???????Matrix CP ??????? Wh ???koj senator??
??????????Matrix C ????????Wh ???koj senator?? C-






?69?a.*Koja knigai otre e senator t?CP m lvata e iska da zabrani ti???B??Pesetsky 2000: p.25?
which book denied-3s the senator the rumor that wanted-3s to ban
?Which book did the senator deny the rumor that he wanted to ban??
b.?Koj senatori koja knigaj ti?CP m lvata e iska da zabrani tj?? ?ibid.: p.26??B?
which senator which book denied-3s the rumor that wanted-3s to ban 
?Which senator denied the rumor that he wanted to ban which book??
c.*Koja knigaj koj senatori ti?m lvata e iska da zabrani tj?? ?B?
d. Koji kakvoj ti?m lvata e iska da zabrani tj???B?
e.*Kakvoj koji ti?m lvata e iska da zabrani tj???B?
?????????????????? ??????????????? ???? ???????????????
????
??? Wh ??? F-Checking ????????????C ????????
??????????????????????? Checking ????????
???? Wh ????????????? Wh ??? Checking ???????
Checking Path ? Nesting ?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????70a???70b??????
????????????????71a-b????????????
?70?a. Koj kogo kak udari??B??Pesetsky 2000: p.24,?47a??
who whom how hit-3s
b. Koj kak kogo udari??B??ibid.:?47b??
?Who hit whom how??
?71?a. Koj kogo kak e tselunal??Bo kovi 1999:?17a??
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b. Koj kak kago e tselunal  ?ibid.:?17b??
?How dod Ivan kiss whom??
?72?a. Kogo kak e tselunal Ivan??Bo kovi 1999:?16a??
b.?*Kak kogo e tselunal Ivan??ibid.:?16b??
?Who kissed whom how??
????????????70????? Wh ???kogo, kak?? F-Checking ?
?????F-Checking ???????????72???????????Wh ??
?kogo???Adjunct Wh ???kak?????????????Wh ???kogo?
???? Spec?C????????? Adjunct Wh ???kak??Outer Spec?C?
??????????Wh ???koj?? C-Checking ?????Outermost Spec
?C?????????????70b??????????????????????
Wh ???kogo, kak?? F-Checking Path ? Union Path????????????
?????AC ???????? AC ???????????????????
? Path Union ????????70?????????????????????
?????????? F-Checking Path ? Union ???????????AC ??
?????????
????????????? ?? ???????????





???????+WH?????????Extended?Minimal CP Domain ????
?????????+wh????? F-Checking ??????????C-Checking
??????Priority???????????????????????????
? F-Checking ???? Priority ??????????????????????
?????????? Bulgarian ? Serbo-Croatian ?????????????
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?73?a. Who saw what??Group A and Group B?
b. Who left why??Group A??Mahajan 1990: p.177?
c.*Who left/arrived why??Group B??Aoun 1986: p.81; Reinhart 1998:?6??
d.*Why did who leave??Group A and Group B?
?73b???73c???????????Mahajan?1990: p.177????????
???73b-c???????????????????????????????
??????????? Group A ?????Adjunct Wh ???why???Spec?I?
????? Wh ???who????????????????????????
?????????????????Group B ?????Adjunct Wh ???why?
? Spec?I???????????????????????????????
??73c??????????????????????????????Group





a.*What did John do why??Mahajan 1990: p.178?
b. Why did John do what??ibid.?
?75?Group B
a.*What did Bill buy why??Hornstein 1995: p.147,?95a??
b.*Why did Bill buy what??ibid.:?95b??
c.*I wonder why you bough what.?ibid.: p.148,?100??
Hornstein?1995?????75a???Adjunct Wh ???why?? Spec?Agr-O??










?76?a.*I wonder why who came.?Honstein 1995: p.147,?96a??
b.*I wonder why which man came.?ibid.: p.148,?98a??
c. I wonder which book which person read.  ?ibid.: p.234, fn.51?
d.???I wonder what which person saw.?ibid.?
?????????????????????????77a-b????????
????
?77?a. Who said?that?John bought what??Lasnik?Saito1992: p.126,?99??
b.*Who said?that?John left why??ibid.: p.202, fn.25?
???????????Adjunct Wh ???why????????? Checking
??? Pairing ?????????????????????????????
?????????Adjunct Wh ???why?? C-Checking????? F-Checking
?????????????? Wh ??? C-Checking ???????????
??Wh ???why??????? Wh ?????????????? Wh ??
???? C-Checking ???????? F-Checking ??????Adjunct Wh ??
?why, how????????????? CP ??? Wh ????? Pairing ???
???78B???78A?????????? B ??????????? A ????
??????????78B????????????????????
?78?Hyptheses with respect to multiple wh-questions:
A. Checking?C-Checking or F-Checking?by the adjunct wh?why?presupposes  
checking?C-Checking, or both C-Checking and F-Checking?by all wh-phrases
base-generated in the minimal CP domain of a wh-in-situ. 
B. Pairing of the adjunct wh-in-situ?why, how?is always with a wh-phrase 
base-generated in the same CP as the adjunct involved. 
?73d??????????78A???????????? A ????????
??????????Wh ???why?? Spec?I?????? Wh ???who?
???????????????????????????????? B ??
??????74d?????????????????Wh ???why?? Spec?I?
??????????????78A??????? Adjunct ??? Checking?C-
Checking???Wh ???who?? C-Checking ???????????????
F-Checking ?????????? Priority ????????????? B ???
?????74d???????????????????????? B ????
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????75b???76b????????????
?77b???????????????78B?????????????Adjunct
Wh ???why?? Pairing ??????? Wh ?????? Adjunct ?????
? CP ?????????????????????????????
?79?a.?Who fixed your car how??Hornstein 1995: p.235, fn.54??
b.*Who fixed your car why??ibid.?
?80?a. Who knows?CP1 how John did what???Chomsky 1986: p.49?
b.*Who knows?CP1 what John did how???ibid.?
?81?a.?Who spoke how??Reinhart 1988:?29a ??
b.Who fainted when you attacked whom??ibid.:?7a??
c.*Who fainted when you behaved how??ibid.:?7b??
Adjunct Wh ???why??????Adjunct Wh ???how????????78A?
?????????????79a??????????????79a???80a???
Adjunct Wh ???how?? Spec?I?? Spec?Agr-O?????????????








?82?a.*I wonder why which man danced.?Hornstein 1995: p.149,?104a??
b.?I wonder why which man danced with which woman?ibid.:?104b??
????82b??????? Wh ???which man?? Spec?I?????????
?????????????82b?????????????78A???????
???????????78A?????????? Wh ???which woman????
??????? C-Checking ? F-Checking ?????????????????
???83???????Hornstein?1995???? Group B ?????Adjunct Wh
?why???CP ? IP ??????????????????????????
????????Path ???????????PO ?????????? C-
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Checking Path ????????????????? Nesting ?????????
??????Bulgarian ???????? F-Checking ????????Union ??
??????? C-Checking ???? Attract Closest?AC??????????
??????????????83????????????
?????Wh ???with which woman?? C-Checking ??????????
??84a????????????????????????
?84?a. I wonder why with which woman which man danced
b.*I wonder which man danced with which woman why
c. I wonder with which woman which man danced why
?85a???D-Linked Wh ???which man????? Priority ?????????
????85b????Priority ?????????85a??????F-Checking Path
? C-Checking ?Union Path ? Nesting ??????????85b????????
??? C-Checking Path ? Nesting ??????????????F-Checking Path
? C-Checking ?Union Path ? Nesting ???????????????84a???
?????????
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Closest ???? C ??????????????????????ia???1b????????
????????????????????????????????ia???Reviewer ?????
?i? a. What did whose mother buy? 
b. Which students did which professor see??Uriagereka 1999:?9d??
?ia?? Superiority Effect ??????????????????? Wh ???who??????
???????? Wh ???what?? C ?????????????????????1b???
??????????????????????????????????????iib????
???????
?ii?a. I need to know how many people voted for whom.?Pesetsky 1987: p.107?
b.*I need to know whom how many people voted for.?ibid.)
???Kayne?1983???????????ib???????????????????????
???cf. fn.1??????Superiority Effect ??????????????????????
?? Kayne?1983: fn.13??????????????????????????D-Linked Wh ???
??????????? Superiority Effect ???????????????????1b????
?2b????????????
?i? a.*?I want to know what book which students took home with him.?Kayne 1983: fn.13?
b.*?The police are trying to figure out which taxi which robber got into.?ibid.?
????????????????Superiority Effect ????????
?ii? a. Juan sabe quién dijo qué.?Jaeggli 1982?
John knows who said what
?John knows who said what.?
b. Juan sabe qué dijo quién?ibid.?
?John knows what who said?
?iii?a. Ich weiß nicht, wer was gesehen hat.?Pesetsky 2000: p.17??
I know not who what seen has
?I don't know who has seen what.?
b. Ich weiß nicht, was wer gesehen hat.
?I don't know what who has seen?
?? ?????????????? Partial Overlapping?PO??????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????? Path
?????????
?? Bulgarian ??????????????????????Pesetsky 2000: p.8??
Pronunciation rule?for Bulgarian?:
All wh-phrase movement to C is overt, in that wh is pronounced in its new position
and unpronounced in its trace positions.
Bulgarian ???????????????+wh??????????????????? Wh ?
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????????????????????????????+wh???? C ??????C ?
Copy ???????????????????
?? Superiority Effect ??????????????????Serbo-Croatian???????????
????? C ? Cm-spec??????????? Wh ????? Spec ??????? C1-spec??
??????????????
Pesetsky?2000????1a????? Wh ???what?? Spec?C?? S ???????????
????8??????? Wh ?????? Trace ????????????? Bulgarian ??
?4a????kakvo?what?????????????????????????Wh ???what,
kakvo????????????????+WH?? S ?????????????????
Bulgarian ???? S ??????????Wh ???????????
?? Pesetsky?2000?????????????????????????????????????
????????Pesetsky?2000: pp.73-74????89?????????
?? Superiority Effect ?????????????? LF ?????? F-Checking ??????
?? ???????Multispecifier Complementizer ??????????12????????????
?????????????????????????16a-b??????? Wh ??? Spec?C?
?????????????????????? CP ????????????????
??? Anonymous Reviewer ????? C-Checking/F-Checking ??? (p.2) ?????????4a?
???? kakvo?what?? F-Checking ????C-Checking ?????????????????
?????4a???4b???????????????????????????????i??
?????????? Bulgarian ?Wh ????C ? Checking Domain ? S ??????????
??Pesetsky?2000??????????D-Linked Wh ?????? Wh ??????????
???????????????????ii??????????Wh ????D-Linked ????
??Wh ???????
?i? a. *Koj udari Ivan kak??Bo kovi 1999: p.165?
who hit Ivan how  
b. Koj kak udari Ivan??ibid.?
?Who hit Ivan how??
?ii?a. ?Koj dade kakvo na Stefan??Pesetsky 2000: p.42?
who gave what to Stefan 
b.*Koj dade kakvo na Stefan??ibid.?
?What did who give to Stefan??
Reviewer ?????????iia????? Crash ???????????????????iia??
??? Wh ???kakvo????????????????? Checking ????????? (?
???? Crash ??????)??????????Non-D-Linked ??? Checking ??????
?????????Multiple Wh ?????????? C ??????? Wh ??? C-Checking
??????????????????? Bulgarian ?????????? Wh ????F-
Checking ???????????
?????ib???iia????????????ib??????Wh ???kak?????????
F-Checking ? Wh ????????????(iia) ???????????????????Full
Interpretation ?????? Quantifier/Variable Structure ???????????????????





?i? *Which booki did which man persuade John?CP to read ti??
Priority Parameter ??-??????????C-Checking ????? Wh ?????? Inner Spec
?C????????? F-Checking ????? Wh ??? Outer Spec?C???????????
???????
?????????iib???iid?????????????????neg?not????????
???? C ?????????Priority Parameter ??+??????????????????
??????????????iie??????????????????????
?ii?a. Which man didn't sing which song??Hornstein 1995: p.134,?43??
b.*Which song didn't which man sing??ibid.:?44??
c. Which song did which man sing??ibid.: p.132,?37??
d. Which book did which person not read??Pesetsky 2000: p.60,?98c??
?e.*Which book did which person not believe that Bill reviewed??
F-Checking ????? Wh ??? Wh ????? CED ??????????????????
?????????????
?? ????????Bulgarian ?? F-Checking ????????????????? F-Checking ?
?????????????????????????????????????
?10b???????????????????????Superiority Effect ????????i?
??ii??????what NP? whose NP? D-Linked Wh ??????????????????
?????iii????Superiority Effect ???????
?i? a. What type of mani ti generally reads what type of book??Hornstein & Weinberg 1990: p.152?
b. What type of bookj does what type of man generally reads tj??ibid.?
?ii?a. Whose friendi ti reviewed whose book??Hornstein & Weinberg 1990: p.150?
b. Whose bookj did whose friend review tj??ibid.?
?iii?a. I need to know how many peoplei ti voted for whom.?Pesetsky 1987: p.107?
b.*I need to know whomj how many people voted for ti.?ibid.?
?????????????i???ii????????? what ? whose ???????????
?+WH?? F-Checking ????????????? Subjacency ????????C-Checking ??
??????????????????iii????how many people ??????????+WH?
? F-Checking ????????????????iii???????????????what ?
whose ?????????????????how ????????????? how ??????
?????????????ib???iib?????????????????????iiib????
????????????????
?iv?a. What is the type?
b. Whose is the book?
c.*How are the many people?
D-Linked Wh ?????????Wh ?????????????????? F-Checking ???
???????????????????????????????????????????
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?????? C-Checking ??????????Superiority Effect ??????????????
????????11 ?????????????????????????
?v? a.?*Which booki did who buy ti??Ishii 2000: p.315?
b.*I can't remember whose booki who reviewed ti.?ibid.?
?iiib??????how many people ??????????+WH?? F-Checking ????????
??????????how many people ??ii?? whose ??????????????????
???????????????????Superiority Effect ?????????
?vi?a. I need to know how many students' mothersi ti voted for whom.  (Ishii 2000: p.316)




?i? *Who bought what where
11? ?25b-c???????Wh ???which check?? D-Linked Wh ???????????????
????????????D-Linked Wh ?????? Priority Parameter ??+????????
???????????????????? Wh ??? D-Linked Wh ????????????
???????????????????? Hornstein?1995?????ib???????????
?i? a. I wonder which book which person read?Hornstein 1995: p.234, fn.51?
b.?I wonder what which person saw?ibid.?
?25c?????? Freidin?1995??????iic?????????????????25c???iid?
?????????????????iic???iid??????????????????
?ii?a. What did John give to whom??Freidin 1995: fn.15?
b.*Who?m?did John give what to??ibid.?
c. To whom did John give what??ibid.?
d.*To whom did you give what??25c?
??????????F-Checking ?????Wh ???what????????????27b?? tj
???????????????????F-Checking Path?VP?VP?SC...CP?? C-Checking
Path?VP?SC... CP?CP???PO ??????????iib??????F-Checking Path ????
????NPj ???????????? Freidin?1995??????PP ???to who?m????
?? tj?????????????????????????
12? ?29b??????C-Checking ????? Wh ???what?????????Spec?Agr-O???
?????????????????Spec?Agr-O???????????????29b?????
????????????????ia-b?????????19????????
?i? ?a. Who did who give what/which check??
?b. What did who give who??
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???????
13? ???????????????? Subjacency ??????????????????
??ia-d????????????1978??????ie??????Erteschik-Shir?1981?
??????ia????????????
?i? a. Who did you see a picture of t?
b.?*Who did you see the picture of t?
c.*Who did you see that picture of t?
d.*Who did you see John's picture of t?
e.*What was an/the article about t criticized in the journal?
Root CU ???????????? M-?????????????????????????




???D ??+Definite????????????the, that) ??????????id????Spec
?D????????John's?????????????D ??+Definite??????????ie?
?????? DP ??Root CU ???????????? M-??????????Spec?D??
???????????????????Wh ?????????????????????
Spec ?????Wh ???????????
14? Pesetsky?1987: p.105???C-Checking Path ? Nesting ?????????38a?????C-
Checking Path ? PO ??????38b????????????????????Hornstein
?1995???C-Checking Path ? Nesting ?????????ia???????????Kuno &
Robinson?1972?????????????????
?i? a. *Whati did Bill remember?CP whoj tj bought ti???Hornstein 1995: p.125?
b.*Whati did John say?CP wherej he bought ti tj???Kuno & Robinson 1972:?3-5c??
c.*Wherei did John say?CP whati he bought ti tj???ibid.:?3-5d??
?ii?a. Whati did John buy ti where??Kuno & Robinson 1972:?3-5a??
b. Wherej did John buy what tj??ibid.:?3-5b??
?ii??????Superiority Effect ????????Saito & Fukui?1998??????????iia?
???? C-Checking ??????? Wh ???what?????????Adjunct Wh?where??
?????????? Spec?Agr-O????????where ??what ????????????
????????iia?????????????????????????i?????????
?????ib-c????? C-Checking Path ? Nesting ????????????????????
????ib????? Nesting??ic????? Partial Overlapping?PO????????????
????????
15? Wh-in-situ ??????? Minimal CP Domain ?????? C-Checking ???????????
???????????Wh-in-situ ????????+WH???? Minimal CP Domain ????
????? F-Checking ???????????????????
16? ??????Bridge Verb ????????Minimal CP Domain ????????
17? ?44a?????????????????????
18? Lasnik & Saito?1992????44a????????????????????i???????ib??
??????????????????????
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?i? a.?whoi ti said that who left??Lasnik & Saito 1992: p.202, fn.25?
b.*whoi ti said that John left why??ibid.?
19? ?53a-c???????????Bolinger?1978???????????F-Checking ??????




?i? a. To whom did John give what??Freidin 1995: fn.15?
b.*To whom did you give what??25c?
Double Object Construction ????28b??????????????????????????
????
?ii?a. Who did who give what/which check?




?iii?a.*When did you deliver what?to whom?how??Reinhart 1991:?37d??
b.*Why did you approach whom how??ibid.:?37e??
?iv?a. When did you see Aida where?Horsntein 1995: p.126,?13c??
b. Where did you see Aida when??ibid.:?13d??
20? ?ib????????????????????????????? Wh ?????? Pairing ?
?????????????
?i? a.*Whati did you expect who to see ti??Hornstein & Weinberg 1995: p.287, fn.7?
b. Whoj did you expect tj to see what?
Pairing ???????????Wh ????????? Wh ?????DP?whose NP?????
??????????????????????????????Gerund ??????iiib??
?????????????
?ii?a.?We're trying figure out who said that he loved whose wife.?Kayne 1983:?55??
b.?We're trying figure out who said that whose wife lived him.?ibid.:?56?
?iii?a. We know who feels sorry about whose troubles/sudden disappearance.?Kayne 1983:?51??
b.*We know who feels sorry about whose having lost his job/sudden disappearing.?ibid.:?52??
??????????????????????????????whose+NP ????????
whose+gerund ???? Wh ??????????+WH????? Pairing ?????????
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???????
Pairing ??????????Subjecthood???? Wh ????? Pairing ??????????
??????????????????????
?iv?a.?John Smith, whose enemy's publication of whose mistakes is quite understandable,... 
?Kayne 1983:?49??
b.*John Smith, whose enemy's publication of whose having made a bad mistake is quite 
understandable,... ?ibid.:?50??
21? ?????Serbo-Croatian ? Bulgarian ??????????SC???B?????
22? ?57????????? Bridge Verb ???????????????? Minimal CP Domain ??
???????????
23? Bulgarian ????Wh ??????????????????????????????
24? ?60a???????????????????i????????
?i? Si me pitao?koj tai/ tai koj tj mo e da urado ti???SC?
?Did you ask me who can do what??
25? ????C ??????????????????ia??????????????
???ib?????????????
?i? a. Kakvo e koj dal na Stefan? 
what has-3s who given to Stefan
b.*Kakvo koj e dal na Stefan?
?what did who give to Stefan??
26? ????-wh?Root Interrogative CP ?????Spec?C?????????????? OP???
????????????do, did, etc.???? C ????????????ia??Bridge Verb ?
??????embd.CP ??????? Wh ????????????? CP ?????????
?? CP ????????????ib?vs.?ic???Non-Bridge Verb ? Root V ????????
embd.CP ???????? Wh ???????????embd.C ????????id?vs.?ie???
??????????????????????38??? Root C ????+wh????????
?????????????iia-b??????????
?i? a. Do you know?that?he will arrive at 5?
b*Do you think wheni he will arrive ti?
c. Wheni do you think?that?he will arrive ti?
d. Do you know wheni he will arrive ti?
e.*Wheni do you know he will arrive ti?
?ii?a.?What booki don't you know?CP whoj to persuade tj to read ti???Pesetsky 1987:?22a??
b.*Whoj don't you know?CP what booki to persuade tj to read ti???ibid.:?22b??
?iia-b??????C-Checking ????????embd.CP ????? C-Checking ???????
????+wh?????????????????-wh?Root Interrogative CP ????????
???????????????????? OP ?????????????????????
??????????????Root Affirmative CP ??????embd.C ??????? C-
Checking ?????????????????????? Bulgarian ???????-wh?Root
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Interrogative CP ???????????+wh???????? OP ?????????????
????
27? Richards?1997, 1998, 1999?? Pesetsky?2000???????69b???????i?? Principle of
Minimal Compliance?PMC???????????????????????? Wh ???koj
senator?????????????????????????????????
?i? PMC for Superiority Effect:?Adapted form Pesetsky?2000: p.25??
Once an instance of movement to ? has obeyed a constraint on the distance between source 
and target, other?subsequent?instances of movement to ? need not obey this constraint.  
????????????????69b??????????????Wh ???koja k n i g a??
???????????
28? Hornstein?1995????75b???????75c??????????????Echo Question ??
?????57b???????????
Huang?1995: p.152??Hornstein & Weinberg?1995: p.276??????74????????
29? ?76a???????Horsntein?1995?? Group A ?????????????????Honstein
?1995: p.147; p.235, fn54.????73c????????????Hornstein?1995???Adjunct Wh
?why?? Spec?I???????????? Group B ????????? Adjunct Wh ??? CP
? IP ?????????????????????????????????????????
????Group B ????????73d???????????????




?i? a.*Who fainted when you behaved how??Reinhart 1988:?28a?????81c??
b. Who fainted when you behaved what way??ibid.:?28b??
31? Group A ????????82b?????????F-Checking ??????? D-Linked Wh ??
???? Priority ???????????????????????????? F-Checking ??
????????????????82b????????????????
????
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